We give an exact solution of the vacuum gravitational field equation in new general relativity. The solution gives the Kerr metric and the parallel vector fields are axially symmetric. A parameter h in the expression of the metric is related to the angular momentum of the rotating source, when the spin density S,f of the gravitational source satisfies the condition a~Si/=O. In the Kerr metric space· time, we cannot discriminate new general relativity from general relativity, so far as scalar, the Dirac and the Yang-Mills fields and macroscopic bodies ·are used as probes. The space-time given by the solution does not have singularities at all, although it has an "effective singularity". Two kinds of Schwarzschild metric solutions, one is our solution with h=O and the other is a solution given by Hayashi and Shirafuji, are physically equivalent with each other. Nevertheless, these are markedly different from each other with regard to the asymptotic behavior of the torsion tensor for r-->OO and the space-time singularities. § 1. Introduction New general relativity (N. G. R.) is a gravitational theory formulated by Hayashi and N akano 1 ) and by Hayashi and Shirafuji.
A feature of this theory is the absolute parallelism the notion of which is first introduced by Einstein;3) thus the space-time is the Weitzenbock space-time, which is characterized by vanishing curvature tensor and by the metricity condition. The theory is invariant under global Lorentz transformations, but it is not under general local ones.*)
Fundamental fields of gravitation are the parallel vector fields bk= bkPolox P which give a vierbein system to this theory. The components of the metric tensor g= gpvdx P ®dx v are related to the dual components b as a result of the absolute parallelism.
2 )
The Christoffel symbol Lp )..I}= ~ gPrr(opgvrr+ ovgprr-orrgpv) (1· 3) does not represent the affine connection of the Weitzenbock space-time. But it is important in the description of the motions of macroscopic test bodies.
The gravitational Lagrangian in this theory consists of quadratic terms of the torsion tensor *) In Ref. 4) , an extended new general relativity, which has additionally the local internal translational invariance, has been proposed. So far as vacuum gravitational field equation is concerned, there is no difference between the extended theory and N. G. R.
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The following Lagrangian employed in this paper,*) in particular, (1· 5) is quite favorable experimentally.2) Here K is the Einstein gravitational constant and ~ is a real constant parameter and tlJ.V}., Vp and ap are the irreducible components of the torsion tensor TA p.u:
Here, CPVpO' is the totally antisymmetric tensor, normalized to C0l23= -;=g.
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) has pointed out that axially symmetric and stationary solutions of N. G. R. with the gravitational Lagrangian Lc are different from those of general relativity (G. R.), but no explicit solution has been given there. Also, no one has discussed the question whether the Kerr metric is allowed or not in N. G. R.
The main purpose of this paper is to give explicitly an axially symmetric exact solution of N. G. R., which gives the Kerr metric. In § 2, the solution is given, and the physical meanings of the parameters a and h appearing in the solution are discussed in § 3. In § 4, the singularities and "effective singularities"6) of the space-time given by the solution are examined. In § 5, two kinds of Schwarzschild metric solutions, one is our solution with h=O and the other is a solution given in Ref. 2) , are examined from the points of the asymptotic behavior and of the space-time singularities. Finally in § 6, we give a summary. § 
A Kerr metric solution
The gravitational field equations are given by2),**)
where C PV ({}) is the Einstein tensor: *) We will use the natural unit n=c=1. 
and TI"v is the energy-momentum tensor of a source field with Lagrangian L M :
The tensors KI"v and Fil" are defined by
respectively. Here,;\ is a parameter defined by
In this section, we consider the case of the vacuum gravitational field:
We will seek a solution having the following form:
where a is an arbitrary constant parameter, and II" and Ik are quantities satisfying the conditions:
For II" and Ik, we will use the convention that Greek and Latin indices are raised and lowered by with A being a function.
(ii) For a stationary space-time, if we express (II') as where 10 and ita (a= 1,2,3)**) are xO-independent functions, and ita satisfy
Here y is a complex valued function which satisfies the equations: We take yas
where r~jxaxa, Z~X3 and h is a real constant parameter, and we make the coordi- 
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Therefore, we get*) (3·12) by the use of Eqs. (3·4), (3·9) and (3·11). We will use Eq. (3·12) instead of Eq. (3·9) as the compatibility condition. The condition (3 ·12) is satisfied when effects due to the intrinsic spin of constituent fundamental particles can be ignored for the gravitational source, as are the cases for usual macroscopic objects such as planets and stars.
Under the condition (3 ·12), the physical meaning of a and h are given by (i0 In macroscopic gravitational phenomena, only the metric tensor plays significant roles.
2 ) § 4. Singularities
In N. G. R., by singularity of the space-time, we mean 6 ) the singularity of the scalar concomitants of the torsion and curvature tensors, and by "effective singularity" .is meant where
Thus, we find that there is an "effective singularity" at (p, f))=(O, 7[/2) when h=l=O and at p=O when h=O. This "effective singularity" agrees with the singularity of the Kerr space-time in G. R. § 5. The special case with h=O
We consider the special case with h = O. In this case, the parallel vector fields b
given by Eq. (2·34) and the vierbein fields ekl' given by Eq. (2·37) are reduced to ',(ii) From the discussion in § 4, it is clear that the space-time given by Eq. (5 ·1) does "notlhave singularities at all. While, the space-time given by Eq., (5·2) is singular at r=O, r=a and x=y=O, as is seen from the following:
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4 r 3(r-a) + r 4 (r 2 _z 2 ) ,
where t1~~ and v1 e ) are the irreducible components of niL § 6. Summary
The results of the preceding sections can be summarized as follows:
<1> An exact solution (2·34) which gives the Kerr metric has been given. It is axially symmetric, but is different from solutions discussed in Ref. 5 ). <2> Any vacuum solution of G. R, such that ap can be made to vanish by a choice of gauge, can be transformed into a vacuum solution of N. G. R The solution (2·34)
gives an example of this statement. <3> When the gravitational source satisfies the condition (3 '12), the parameter h is related to the angular momentum of the rotating source through Eq. (3'14) . <4> There appears no difference between our solution (2·34) and the Kerr solution in G. R., so far as scalar, the Dirac and the Yang-Mills fields and the macroscopic test bodies are concerned. <5> The space-time given by the solution (2·34) does not have singularities at all. But, "effective singularity" exists at (p, 8)=(0, 11:/2) when h*O and at p=O when h=O. <6> Two kinds of the solution, (5 '1) and (5' 2), both of which give the Schwarzschild metric, are physically equivalent with each other. Nevertheless, these are markedly different from each other with regard to the asymptotic behavior of the torsion tensors for r .... OJ and the space-time singularities.
